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Download parallel space apk
Android is definitely becoming popular because of its useful applications. Many amazing applications can be easily found here just like the parallel space later APK 4.0.9031 (837) from LBE technology. This app allows users to have multiple accounts of two identical Android apps at the same time, such as Twitter, Google Play Games, and more. This app becomes one of the best Android apps where it will make a clone of the app
indicated. He's already helped over 90 million people. Users here are allowed to sign up to two accounts on the same device and time. Supported with 24 languages, so users can easily use this app. Parallel space file information Last updated: October 14, 2020 Developer: LBE Tech Version: 4.0.9031 (837) Requirement: Android 4.0.3 and up File Size: 10.7 MB Loaded: October 14, 2020 at 9:08 AM GMT +07 MD5:
9a391fb0d401735ecbf1ff344de0e369 SHA1: 748064308ef633b5430f059a908d32fc69d9ff75 Available on Google Play: Installation by Google Play Parallel Space app review Parallel space for Android offers so many great features to its users. Not only does it allow users to participate in multiple game or social network app accounts, it also protects user privacy. What you can get with this app is that you can separate and balance your
life and work using two accounts. Both of your account data will not affect each other. Most of all apps on Android are supported with Parallel Space. Don't worry about your privacy when using this app. User privacy will be invisible on the mobile device due to incognito setup. It can keep apps hidden using security lock, so users don't have to worry about prying eyes. Besides, to make it more enjoyable, this app provides several
themes that can be customized by users. Notifications, task management, and storage will also make it easier for users to manage what's happening on their mobile device. All these features can be accessed as long as users allow permissions and using different mobile phone number for each account. Here are some pros and cons that gets more information about this app. Advantages: Easy installation and use Each account can be
created separately Useful solution for social networks and games Disadvantages: Get more memory storage Battery leak faster Often lag when opening second accounts A mobile number is from an account How to use the app is the first virtualization engine app available on Android. Talking about the steps to use this app is a simple thing. Before you have multiple accounts for the same app, make sure you prepare each mobile
phone number for each account. Then all you need is just to download the app on Android. After you install the app, open it and select the app you want to run using this app. If the app you want isn't listed yet, click + and add the app. Then, after selecting the app, a virtual application will be created, and then you are free to create and manage multiple accounts in the same application at the same time. Don't forget to protect it protect it
the security lock. It does not obtain personal user information, so it can be said that this application is secure. All features of this application will be based on the required permissions. Changelog fully compatible with Android 10 optimizes the overall performance of Parallel Space. Some known errors have been corrected. Parallel Space application is developed by LBE Tech, which allows you to manage two different user accounts on
a single Android device at the same time. It is one of the leading tools with over 90 million users. Users can run two different accounts for any applications such as Facebook, Instagram, Clash of Clans, Candy Crush Saga, etc. Supports most of the app available on Google Play. How does it work? Parallel space is based on multiDroid, the first virtualization engine application on Android. The operation of the Parallel Space application
is really simple. Basically, this app creates a separate and self-running virtual operating system on any Android device. This virtual operating system runs in the same way that the application runs in the original Android operating environment. This allows you to run apps independently while going to the 2nd account. Features Custom Themes: There is a theme store that is built into the parallel space, where a list of custom themes is
available to you. You can style your unique space with custom themes. Also, with a single click, you can switch to a different theme. Use of small memory: Although parallel space is a very powerful app it takes up a little memory on your device, which is just over 2MB. It also does not require root permissions making it able to work on any Android device. Switch between accounts: The Parallel Space app lets you quickly switch
between your accounts with a single tap. This allows you to effortlessly manage your accounts. In both the social app and the game app: You can create multiple accounts in both the social networking app and game apps. You can easily separate your personal life and professional life by managing different accounts on social media platforms. Also, you can play any game using two accounts and double the fun. Privacy: There is an
incognito installation feature that allows you to make apps invisible on your device. So you can hide your secret apps without any worries. It also has a security lock to protect your privacy. Rights: The parallel space must apply for rights from applications added to it to function normally. Although it needs permissions to operate, it does not collect your privacy information. Supported languages: The Parallel Space app supports 24
languages, making it easy for people around the world to easily use. Avoid conflict: To run multiple accounts in the latest Parallel Space app, you must use different mobile phone numbers and make sure that your mobile phone number is active on your first connection so that the verification message can be to this number. Parallel Space is extremely useful for social networking and gaming. Also, data from both accounts doesn't affect
each other, making it even easier to manage your accounts. Technical Information Download similar applications with the name of the parallel space package: com.lbe.parallel.intl Version: 4.0.9031 (837) File size: 10.7 MB Update: October 13, 2020 Minimum Android version: Android 4.1 (Jelly Bean, API 16) MD5: 9a391fb0d401735ecbf1ff344de0e369 SHA1: 748064308ef633b5430f059a908d32fc69d9d9ff75 Fully compatible with
Android 10 Optimized the overall performance of parallel space. Some known errors have been corrected. Parallel Space is an app that lets you manage two different user accounts for any app installed on your Android device. Basically, you can create two different accounts for anything like Facebook, Instagram, Clash of the Clans, Candy Crush Saga, etc. Parallel space is much simpler than you would expect. Basically, it's an app
that creates a virtual space that's completely independent and separate to your device that allows you to run other apps internally. This way, you can use the same app twice on the same device. One runs on your device and the other runs in Parallel Space. Another great feature for parallel space is how little memory actually gets onto your device, just over 2MB. Not only that, but this application does not require root permissions so it
will work on any Android device. However, Parallel Space requests a huge number of permissions because it needs them for every application used in it. Parallel Space is an extremely interesting application. With Parallel Space, you can use a number of accounts for any app on your device at the same time. This feature can be especially useful for social networking and gambling. Our picks: The most relevant apps of 2016 The year
2016 proved very productive for Android apps, having reached a turning point in market saturation, where quantity outweighs quality. Still, though, we've seen a lot of sparks of quality that have served to spark new openings in app development. Here are 9 tools released this year that we believe have proven more relevant to Android, video games aside. Read more How to use two accounts in the same app as Parallel Space The
chatter is in increasing demand and some popular apps have already implemented it, as in the recent case of Instagram, which eventually allows you to switch from one account to another from within Application. Still, though, there are loads of apps that don't allow it. For them, Parallel Space is an extremely interesting free app that allows you to use two accounts at once in one app. Read more On a Windows-equipped computer, if
you want to use two different workspaces, you must set up only two user sessions. For example, one for work and another for recreation. Even if you use online applications such as social networks (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram...), email or instant messaging such as WhatsApp, WhatsApp, only have to have two browsers running at the same time, such as Chrome and Firefox, for example. However, on Android, this is much more
uncomfortable because we can use some applications to double. In other words, if we have a dual SIM smartphone, we won't be able to use two WhatsApp accounts at once, but we'll exchange SIMs at a time. And so on with other applications. How to use two WhatsApp accounts at the same time, finally solved And the same applies to email accounts, social networks, YouTube ... and to do this you need to download Parallel Space
- Multiple Accounts &amp; Two Person. But what is Parallel Space and how does it work? Well, it's just an app capable of cloning other applications that make it possible to manage multiple user accounts at once. In other words, if you want to connect to the same social networks with two different users at the same time, you can ... but this also applies to other types of applications: do you want to play with two users in Clash of Clans
or Clash Royale? It's possible. Compatible with all kinds of apps: Gmail, Facebook Messenger, Twitter, WhatsApp, Facebook... It is a useful tool for those users who want to separate work and free time on the same device. These are its main features and functions, which are not limited only to app cloning: Ability to connect to two accounts on the same service at the same time: social networks, instant messaging and chat apps, email,
games... Customize duplicate apps with themes to simplify workspace separation. Function to hide applications so that no one knows if they have been copied or not. Download the themes from the store and change them with a single tap of the screen. And although we mentioned a few solutions for pc a few lines above, there is a parallel space for pc without having to download Android APK and run it on an emulator. You can also
use it on your iPhone or iPad because there's also an app for iOS. The only thing is that you will need to jailbreak your phone and download an IPA file, unlike the Android version that doesn't require your smartphone to take root. What's new in the latest version Fully compatible with Android 10. Error fixes and performance improvements. Improvements.
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